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**Brighten your corner with Gratitude;**
- it is the candle of contentment.

**Brighten your corner with Kindness;**
- it is the flame of friendship.

**Brighten your corner with Cheerfulness;**
- it is the light of good will.

**Brighten your corner with Joy;**
- it is the window to health.

**Brighten your corner with Humor;**
- it is the sunshine of the soul.

**Brighten your corner with Faith;**
- it is the door to discovery.

**Brighten your corner with Generosity;**
- it is the portrait of character.

**Brighten your corner with Enthusiasm;**
- it is the torch of achievement.

**Brighten your corner with Work;**
- it is the lantern of success.

**Brighten your corner with Patience;**
- it is the reflection of maturity.

**Brighten your corner with Love;**
- it is the power of Brotherhood.

**Brighten your corner with Prayer;**
- it is the lamp of understanding.